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The window of opportunity is open for schools with the tsunami of new technologies and applications.  
We can do more with less today in service to our students near and faraway. Great content and teaching 
can be leveraged on campus and online and blended. 

ABHE

Wednesday, February 21
8:30 – 9:30 Session 1 — Organization for Educational Technology

Overview:  A formal organizational review is the context for effective educational technology.  
From preparation to operations to evaluation, the school must have an intense and professional 
approach to execution on the strategic plan within a budget aimed at a specific audience.  
Benchmarking strengths and weaknesses reveal opportunities and threats with educational 
technology as a key player.
• Meeting the Need with Benefits
• Working within Constraints Counting the Cost
• Who is the Team in Place and in the Future

9:30 – 10:00 Q & A Discussion

10:00 – 10:30 Refreshment Break

10:30 – 11:30 Session 2 — Instructional Design for Educational Technology
Overview: The steps of basic instructional design remain the same even for the ever-changing 
world of technology and teaching.  Competency-based-education with course objectives are 
helpful for learners to progress toward their goals.  Media selection can be guided with these apt 
choices along with Challenge-Based-Learning a la Apple Education.
• Program Competencies
• Course Outcomes
• Media and Challenge-Based-Learning, Apple Education

11:30 – 12:00 Q & A Discussion

12:00 – 1:00 Lunch on your own

1:00 – 2:00 Session 3 — Online Education
Overview: For the past decade or so accredited and informal instruction has used online 
processes to deliver an education that meets the goals of learners, schools, businesses and 
churches.  Learning management systems (LMS) are available for reasonable cost.  Content can 
be calibrated and assignments can be displayed for the group to review and discuss.  The faculty 
as well as the students are virtual so talent can be obtained worldwide.
• University of Phoenix
• Reformed Theological Seminary, Virtual Campus
• Western Seminary Center for Leadership Development

2:00 – 2:30 Q & A Discussion

2:30 – 3:00 Refreshment Break

3:00 – 4:00 Session 4 — Online Administration 
Overview: There is also a stream of new ways to serve learners and faculty with a variety of 
communication technologies and processes.  The overall goal is to have staff that ensure great 
learner impact and a robust financial model.  The latest trends for 2018 will be reviewed with 
client examples from the field.
• Asynchronous Email 
• Synchronous Skype
• Virtual Service and Staffing

4:00 – 4:30 Q & A Discussion

6:30 –   Dinner & Fellowship – Connections Dinner in Ballroom C-D


